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Abstract 

Background 

Beta thalassemia is a genetic blood abnormality identified through mutations, which reduce the 
synthesis of the ß-globin chain. Gene therapy through Lentiviral vectors have cured many of genetic 

disorders. The purpose of this study was to investigate the efficacy of lentiviral vectors in treatment of 

ß-thalassemia as a novel approach for sustained treatment and prevention of recurrent blood 

transfusion that has many adverse effects on the patients. 

Materials and Methods 

In this systematic review, a systematic search of online databases (Web of Science, Scopus, and 

Medline) with no language restriction between 2012 and 2020 using the combination related 

keywords of Mesh included (Thalassemia OR Beta thalassemia OR β_thalassemia OR BTM) AND 

(Lentivirus) AND (Genetic therapy OR Gene therapy). All valuable data was allocated, and two 
independent researchers considered all articles. 

Results  

Finally, 20 articles that met the criteria were selected. Articles were quantitative (n=16), and 

qualitative (n=4), their year of publication varied from 2012 to 2020. Results showed that the main 
outcome of the desired survey was therapeutic treatments for thalassemia worldwide. While highly 

compatible donors for allogeneic bone marrow transplantation are accessible to less than 30% of all 

patients, gene therapy has emerged as a holistic and practical approach for the remaining 70%. 

Conclusion  

Nowadays, with the development of gene therapy, there is hope for a cure for genetic diseases. The 

successes of gene therapy techniques can bring laboratory methods of gene therapy a step closer to 

clinical and general use as a common treatment for genetic defects. 
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1- INTRODUCTION 

       Beta-Globinopathies are genetic blood 

abnormalities identified through mutations 

that reduce the synthesis of the ß-globin 

chain, as we see in beta-thalassemia and 

sickle cell disease that lead to 

polymerization of sickle cell hemoglobin 

(1). Beta-thalassemia is the result of at 

least 200 mutations in the HBB gene, 

which decrease the ß-globin synthesis (2). 

More than 300,000 babies are born 

annually worldwide with a genetic 

Hemoglobin (Hb) disorder (3), leading to 

approximately 3.4% of deaths in infants, 

mostly in Africa (3, 4). The only effective 

therapeutic behavior is the transplantation 

of hematopoietic stem cells, however the 

majority of patients are not human 

leucocyte antigen (HLA)-matched to 

donors, consequently, patients are at risk 

of life threatening problems (5).  

Thus, gene therapy through the 

modification of hematopoietic stem cells 

(HSCs) and their engraftment is a 

promising novel therapeutic approach. 

Gene therapy through lentiviral vectors 

(LVs) has cured many genetic disorders. 

For the first time LVs revealed their 

potency in the handling of problems of 

childhood cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy 

(CCALD) (6, 7), and ß -thalassemia (8, 9). 

LVs last generation with β-globin gene 

have developed treatment of Beta-

thalassemia via efficient hematopoietic 

stem cells (HSC) transduction, with no 

reported genotoxicity (10). Numerous 

trials based on various vectors are ongoing 

in the world and the primary outcomes are 

promising with regard to the predominant 

production of biological factors like 

hemoglobin, a lower transfusion 

requisition, and more expectancy of life. 

The improvement of patient life quality by 

HSC collecting and HSC transduction has 

confirmed the therapeutic capability of this 

method. Innovative lentiviral vectors based 

approaches with endogenous inducing fetal 

hemoglobin (HbF) are encouraging, since 

increasing hemoglobin fetal (HbF) levels 

is capable of decreasing the severity of β-

thalassemia and sickle cell disease (11, 

12). Therefore, gene-editing methods are 

developing to edit thalassemia responsible 

mutations or reactivating HbF (11). The 

primary designed experiments on ß-

thalassemia gene therapy were established 

on murine leukaemia virus (MLV)-derived 

vectors, which expressed human ß -globin 

genes. The identification of the long 

terminal repeat (LTR) as main 

protooncogene of MLV resulted in the 

design of self-inactivating (SIN) vectors 

lacking LTR controlling sequences and 

including cellular promoters to express the 

therapeutic gene. SIN vector safety and 

efficiency have been confirmed in an 

experiment of SCID-X1 gene therapy (13).  

To diminish risk of additional 

tumorigenesis, (self-inactivating lentivirus 

vector (SIN LVs) derived from the human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV)–replaced 

MLV-derived vectors in all clinical trials 

involving genetically modified HSCs. 

Gene therapy is a great approach to 

hemoglobinopathies. Globin genes are 

exposed to a complicated modulation 

based on collaboration of locus-control 

region with globin promoters that 

modulates gene expression as selection of 

different genes in various stages of growth 

(14, 15). The sequences of locus control 

region (LCR) in association with b-globin 

gene al vector. Although studies attempted 

to make this vector smaller, LVs, which 

express globin, are large and have a lower 

transduction efficacy toward simple 

vectors. Lentiviral vectors have been 

advanced and effectively confirmed in 

types of hemoglobinopathies; while recent 

clinical experiments are also 

demonstrating notable safety and efficacy. 

However, MLV specially targets 

transcription modulator factors (16-18). 

Lentiviral vectors integrate in transcribed 

genes (16) near the nuclear membrane 

(19). A naturally safer integration model as 
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showed in experiments (20). Lentiviral 

vectors are presently applied in different 

stages of trials of gene therapy for X-

linked chronic granulomatous disease (X-

CGD), adenosine deaminase severe 

combined immunodeficiency (ADA-

SCID) and Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome. We 

intended to systematically review the 

approach of lentiviral vector in treatment 

of β-globinopathies. The outcomes of this 

systematic review may help our 

understanding about the benefits of using 

lentiviral vectors in patients with ß-

thalassemia. The purpose of this study was 

to investigate the efficacy of lentiviral 

vector in treatment of ß-thalassemia as a 

novel approach for sustained treatment and 

prevention of recurrent blood transfusion 

that has many adverse effects on the 

patients (as it has been done for SCID and 

ADA deficiency).. The gap and limitations 

of our knowledge was access to both 

English and Farsi as well as the time 

constraints we considered from 2012 to 

2020. 

2- MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 2-1. Data sources 

      This study is a systematic review. The 

research population included articles in the 

field of thalassemia and lentiviral gene 

therapy that were indexed in one of the 

Internet databases. Web of Science, 

Scopus, and Medline (via PubMed) were 

searched with no language restriction 

between 2012 and 2020. All valuable data 

was allocated and two independent 

researchers considered all articles. 

Furthermore, all papers were presented at 

national seminars, congresses, and reports, 

as well as the dissertations connected to 

were assessed. If there were abstracts of 

related articles, access to full text articles 

was by contacting the corresponding 

author. 

2-2. Search strategy 

To find relevant articles in international 

databases, the combination related 

keywords of Mesh included (Thalassemia 

OR Beta thalassemia OR β_thalassemia 

OR BTM) AND (Lentvirus) AND 

(Genetic therapy OR Gene therapy) were 

searched. In order to avoid missing related 

papers, no limitations were set in the 

search strategy. Furthermore, all references 

of retrieved articles were also screened to 

find additional studies. Initially, the titles 

and abstracts were reviewed to find 

relevant papers and exclude irrelevant 

ones. Then the full- text of remaining 

papers were reviewed according to our 

inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

2-3. Study selection   

The arrangement of the process steps was 

done firstly by searching the relevant 

databases, 841 articles were found; after 

that, 180 repeated articles were eliminated 

because of duplication, titles and abstracts 

of 661 articles were reviewed; 626 articles 

were removed due to not being relevant 

with the aim of the research. The full texts 

of the rest of the articles from the previous 

steps (35 articles) were reviewed. 

Ultimately, 20 articles that contained 

inclusion criteria of our study were chosen. 

Two authors considered the quality of the 

articles independently. To organize the 

studies, Endnote software was used. 

Inclusion criteria involved publication of 

an article in Farsi or English languages, 

operation of research in thalassemia and 

gene therapy, key informants, access to the 

full text of articles and original academic 

articles (including quantitative and 

qualitative articles). Review articles and 

letters to the editor-in-chief were not 

selected, because they did not use the 

primary data. Through studying the titles 

and abstracts of articles, which had 

inclusion criteria by the researchers 

carefully identified, many of them were 

excluded due to not being relevant to the 

purpose of our study. If it was not possible 

to make a decision on the article after 
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studying the title and the abstract, the full 

text of it was read. To ensure the retrieval 

of all documents, a list of articles' 

references was searched as well. After 

completing the articles' investigation, 20 

final papers were selected by using 

flowchart (Figure.1).   

 
Fig.1: Flowchart for selection of studies. 

 

2-4. Quality Assessment 

Four reviewers considered the quality of 

the articles independently. Independent 

reviewers screened titles and abstracts. 

Any discrepancies were resolved through 

discussion after completion of screening 

and a fifth person’s opinion sought. After 

obtaining full texts of screened studies, 

two independent reviewers selected 

eligible papers based on the inclusion/ 

exclusion criteria. Discrepancies were 

resolved with discussion at the end of this 

stage and where necessary, the fifth 

reviewer’s opinion was sought. The full 

text of two to five of the included studies e 

were selected randomly to evaluate the 

pilot data extraction questionnaire. Any 

further information that is not considered 

in the pilot form was added after being 

approved by the review team. Title, 

abstract and full text of the included 
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studies was then carefully read. Any 

existing discrepancies in data extraction 

was discussed and where necessary, a fifth 

reviewer was involved. 

2-5. Data extraction 

Finally, for extracting data from the text of 

these articles, four reviewers collected the 

data independently, collected data was 

combined and compared for accuracy, any 

discrepancies were resolved by a fifth 

reviewer. Data collected from the selected 

studies included: study design, study 

population (sample size, age, gender, etc.), 

the type of study (qualitative or 

quantitative), the place of research 

operation, the sample size and target 

group, the profile of participants (baseline 

characteristics), and the main results. 

3- RESULTS 

       In this study, all published articles 

were deliberated based on the research 

purpose in electronic databases. In the first 

step, by the basic search with the relevant 

keywords, 841 articles (PubMed=141; 

Scopus=311; Web of Science=339 and 

other references=50) were extracted. Then, 

after removing repetitive articles by 

reviewing titles and considering the rest of 

them through the abstract and their full 

text, finally, 20 articles were assessed.  

The articles were both quantitative (n=16), 

and qualitative (4). The year of release 

varied from 2012 to 2020. The sampling 

method in most qualitative studies was 

purpose-based and semi structured deep 

interviews from the target group; however, 

in seven qualitative studies, in addition to a 

personal interview method, group 

discussion (FGD) with thalassemia and 

key informants were applied to collect the 

data. In most qualitative and quantitative 

studies, the target group was both 

thalassemia and key informants. The 

study, which eventually included 20 

articles, confirmed that by removing bone 

marrow stem cells from patients and 

engineering them produced healthy 

hemoglobin before returning (21). As well 

as allogeneic cell transplantation, cell 

transplantation led to cell transformation 

and hemoglobin production. Gene Therapy 

with Genetically Modified Stem Cell (22). 

Autologous Transplantation Experimental 

gene transfer surgery was performed in the 

laboratory to insert the autologous stem 

cell genes of the participants using a 

lentiviral vector. In addition, lentivirus 

vectors were confirmed to be safe, safe and 

low in toxic effects (23, 24).  

From 841 articles, 20 studies were 

included. Results showed that: the main 

outcome of the desired survey was 

therapeutic treatments for thalassemia 

worldwide. While highly compatible 

donors for allogeneic bone marrow 

transplantation are accessible to less than 

30% of all patients. , gene therapy has 

emerged as a holistic and practical 

approach for the remaining 70%. Beta-

globin gene transfers clinical trials using 

lentiviruses (LVs) began in the new 

millennium and have since produced 

results that not only demonstrate the 

potential of this approach but also better 

strategies. In addition, gene therapy should 

be constructed in vectors with expression 

in each copy, so that a copy can be 

therapeutic 

4- DISCUSSION 

     The purpose of this study was to 

investigate the efficacy of lentiviral vector 

in treatment of ß-thalassemia as a novel 

approach for sustained treatment and 

prevention of recurrent blood transfusion 

that has many adverse effects on the 

patients. Gene therapy can broadly be 

defined as the transfer of genetic material 

to treat disease or at least to improve the 

clinical status of patients. One of the basic 

concepts of gene therapy is the conversion 

of viruses into genetic shuttles, which 

deliver the gene to insert target cells. 

Using several viral and non-viral vectors, 
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safe methods have been devised to do this. 

Two main approaches emerged: in vivo 

correction and in vitro correction. 

Retrovirus, Adenovirus, Adenovirus is 

based on the principles of gene therapy. 

Gene transformers have been approved for 

human use in hereditary diseases, cancers 

and aquatic disorders. Although existing 

vector systems are capable of delivering in 

vivo genes to cells, they have not been 

found to be an ideal means of transport. 

Gene therapy in blood-thalassemia patients 

requires a hematopoietic stem cell 

progenitor, like the erytroid that boosts the 

level of production of the globin. Beta-

thalassemia is a genetic disorder that 

disrupts the body's ability to produce a key 

component of hemoglobin. Patients with 

severe forms of beta-thalassemia need to 

receive blood on a monthly basis to supply 

red blood cells with iron chelators to 

remove excess iron.  

Our study examined lentiviral-based gene 

therapy techniques by Flip Leboulch et al., 

which once treated with lentiglobin BB305 

vector gene therapy reduced or eliminated 

the need for blood transfusion in 22 

patients with thalassemia major. They used 

this viral vector to transmit genetic 

instructions to their patient's own blood 

stem cells and to restore hemoglobin 

production by them. Our findings, which 

confirm the safety, were consistent with 

the finding that it was low risk and 

effective in this study. Analyses in this 

study showed that patients treated with 

HCST were three times more likely to be 

infected than gene therapy (25).  

However, our findings were not in 

agreement with the results of the work of 

Dormiani and colleagues. In this method, 

they used the plasmid to deliver a healthy 

gene that was less susceptible to the virus, 

the healthy gene was introduced into a 

specific part of the cell's genome with 

precision techniques, and the gene 

segments that were involved in gene 

therapy techniques were programmed; 

have been deleted. The results showed that 

the healthy gene in the cells tested 

correctly replaced the defective gene and 

the healthy beta - globin was maintained 

for months by the gene therapy cell (26). 

4-1. Limitations of the study 

Methods of LVs using in beta-thalassemia 

treatment in different studies varies and it 

can disturb the homogeneity of the 

outcomes and restrict reliability of 

quantitative analysis of the data. The 

conception of bias and accuracy could be 

different in various studies, thus, there may 

be restricted choices to designing a meta-

analysis through this data. 

5- CONCLUSION 

       There are a number of diseases that 

are caused by defects in a person's genes. 

These types of diseases, which are usually 

hereditary, are called genetic diseases. For 

years, these diseases were considered 

incurable. One of these diseases is 

thalassemia, the treatment of which is 

repeated blood transfusion. But nowadays, 

with the development of gene therapy, 

there is hope for a cure for these diseases. 

The successes of gene therapy techniques 

can bring laboratory methods of gene 

therapy a step closer to clinical and general 

use as a common treatment for genetic 

defects. Lentiviral vectors (LVs) last 

generation with β-globin gene have 

developed treatment of Beta- thalassemia 
via efficient Hematopoietic Stem Cell 

transduction, with no reported 

genotoxicity. 
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